Standard Detail Drawings Updates

Implementation Schedule: These drawings will be included when applicable in plans scheduled for the November 2020 PS&E due date of the proposal preparation process schedule (refer to FDM 19-1 Attachment 1.5).

Edits to the drawings are highlighted in red. On the backsides where new text has been inserted or combined with old text, the new text appears red.

SDD Table of Contents - summary list with new or edited SDDs highlighted.

**SDD 09C15** Concrete Base Type 10 Special. (new) SDD added for concrete base for Type 9 Special and Type 10 Special Poles.

**SDD 09E08** (sheets a-k) Type 9, 10, 9 Special, 10 Special,12 and 13 Poles with Monotube Arms (revised) Sheets added for Type 9 special and Type 10 special poles with 35', 40' and 45' monotube arms.

**SDD 14B26** (sheets a-h) Steel Thrie Beam Bullnose Terminal (revised) SDD revised for use of steel posts in Steel Thrie Beam Bullnose Terminals.

**SDD 14B28** (sheets a-b) Guardrail Mow Strip (revised, new sheet "b") Sheet "a" revised for use of steel posts, sheet "b" added for layouts for defining mow strip ground materials.

**SDD 15D12** (sheets a-e) Traffic Control, Lane Closures (revised, new sheet "e") Sheet revised for PCMS messaging and Portable Traffic Sensor Devices. New sheet "e" for Traffic Queue Warning System with PCMS.

**SDD 15D21** (sheets a-b) Traffic Control, Intersection within Single Lane Closure (revised) SDD revised by addition of note for minimum sign mounting height.
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